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Introduction
Over the summer of 2021, EOS coordinated the planting of three community food forests across the
Tantramar region. This included sites at the Tantramar Regional High School, Dorchester
Consolidated School, and Port Elgin Regional School. In order to provide public education on the
benefits of food forests for improving local food security, healthy lifestyles, and community resilience
to climate change impacts, EOS Eco-Energy also coordinated various workshops and social media
publications to increase awareness and knowledge about food forests and all their benefits.
A food forest is a system of edible perennial plants, herbs, shrubs, and trees that are mutually
beneficial. Food forests help sequester carbon, regenerate the soil, are resilient to drought, help
absorb runoff, reduce flooding, increase biodiversity, support pollinators, buffer against climate
change and supply local food to communities. Food forests use permaculture design techniques,
including planting native species and using less energy to maintain because they mimic a natural
forest environment. Food forests need less water and fertilizers than traditional gardens which saves
energy and reduces emissions. The plants and trees simply grow better and easier in an ecosystemtype design with companion planting. Furthermore, the benefits and harvests from the food forests
increase over time as the plants and trees continue to mature. These include benefits of ecosystem
services provided by the food forest, such as natural flood risk reduction, and an increase in harvests
that can help reduce food insecurity. According to a recent NB Food Security Action Network Report,
New Brunswick only produces 7% of the vegetables we consume. The COVID-19 pandemic has shown
our food supply chain vulnerabilities, which will be made worse with climate change impacts. Food
forests are an effective way to bring communities together and educate the public about collective,
positive, action-oriented ways to increase local resilience, food security, wellness, and self-sufficiency,
and reduce flood risk.
EOS coordinated community volunteers of all ages and backgrounds, including students from three
local schools, who worked together to design, dig, and plant their permaculture food forests with
advice from experts from Understory Farms. Some of the plants used included pear trees, dwarf apple
trees, blueberries, haskap berries, creeping thyme, mint, sage, and oregano, etc. (for a full plant list
please refer to each school’s section in the report). Plants for the food forest were selected based on
the individual site characteristics (dry/wet, slope, shade vs sun) but also based on what was available
to purchase, as the pandemic produced several keen home gardeners and caused nurseries to be very
busy and sold out of specific plants at times. All covid-19 safety precautions were followed (masks,
distancing, limits on number of students helping to plant, etc.). The food forests ranged in size from
1260 sq ft. to 2187 sq ft. Before the food forests were planted, EOS hosted Estelle from Understory
Farm and Design to give a free introduction to food forests webinar. Other workshops included a wild
food foraging workshop with Aaron Shantz and a medicinal herb walk at the Port Elgin food forest
with Estelle Drisdelle. As the fall arrived, students helped to weed and maintain the food forest.
Daffodil bulbs were planted to help provide nutrients to the food forest in the spring. A fall tree care
webinar was conducted with a knowledgeable Sackville gardener to help residents better prepare
their trees and gardens for winter.
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Goals
1. To address issues of food insecurity by utilizing permaculture practices to sustainably produce
local foods.
2. To create a green space that encourages student and community engagement.
3. To educate students and community members about all the benefits of food forest planting,
including improving biodiversity, reducing runoff, conserving water, reducing carbon
emissions, increasing self-sufficiency, and community resilience in the face of climate change.

Methodology
The project methodology consisted of:
1. Conducting research on food forests and permaculture design. This included making
observations at each of the food forest locations to observe if the site was wet or dry,
surrounded be trees that would cause shade, etc. After noting the site characteristics, initial
work was completed on researching what plants would be suitable, would fit into the square
footage of the food forest, and were also available for purchase at local nurseries. This was
done in consultation with Estelle Drisdelle from Understory Farms.
2. Group design. A student intern made a PowerPoint of all the available species and their
characteristics (preferred light, growing season, how much space they would take up) and
then presented it to each of the classes responsible for their school’s food forest project. This
included grade 5/6 at DCS, the grade 9s at TRHS, and the grades 5-8 at PERS. The students
were then encouraged to submit their food forest designs, which were then reviewed and
finalized by the EOS team and Estelle.
3. Site prep. EOS staff, along with students from each of the schools, had to sheet mulch the
areas for the food forests, which was done by placing layers of cardboard on the designated
area and then covering that cardboard with soil and mulch.
4. Planting day. All the trees, shrubs, and perennials were planted with help from the students.
The students learned how to properly plant and were very excited to help and see their
designs come to life.
5. Maintenance. Throughout the summer, a student intern, some of the principals or staff of the
schools, and various volunteers maintained the food forest by watering, occasionally weeding,
and adding mulch to bare spots. After reviewing the budget, additional plants were also
purchased for the food forest throughout the summer, especially after perennials went on sale
and nurseries started clearing out their stock. Since the food forest was planted in the spring,
there was not an abundant harvest in the fall, but this will increase as the food forest gets
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older in the years to come. However, some herbs were used and a few haskap berries were
enjoyed already.
6. Ongoing workshops. Various workshops were conducted to highlight the benefits and uses of
the various plants found in the food forest throughout the summer and into the fall, including
a medicinal herb workshop hosted at PERS, and a fall tree care workshop conducted over
zoom. More details can be found in the workshop section of this report.

Challenges and Opportunities
Challenges for the food forests began in May, when the pandemic led to an increase in keen home
gardeners who caused a decrease in availability for certain plants at local nurseries. However, we
simply chose other species and were able to find enough suitable plants, herbs, shrubs, etc. In
addition to this, the food forests ended up being smaller than originally anticipated in the funding
proposals because our partners at the schools did not receive Tree Canada Grants as hoped for. A lot
of research had to be undertaken in learning about plants and spacing in order to try and give our
food forests the best chance of survival and so far this research has paid off and the forests have
grown very well in their first year. Since this was the first year, there was still some empty space in the
food forests, but plants will grow and spread in, and schools have plans to add more plants over
time. On the bright side, since there was more space than anticipated there was an opportunity to
plant more seeds/annuals, leading to community seed donations from Vessey’s at DCS. At PERS, the
staff and students also planted garden vegetables in the empty space, including tomatoes, zucchini,
and cucumbers. We also decided to plant dwarf apple trees because they produce apples sooner
than standard varieties and will also be shorter and easier for the students to harvest. Dwarf apple
trees also take up less space. In the summer months we also ran into a couple of problems with
wildlife, such as with the geese at TRHS stealing all our straw which we had used for mulch. We
added bulk mulch to compensate. Some schools had challenges finding volunteers to help maintain
the forests through the summer but in the end, all the food forests were looked after and are doing
very well.

Webinar on Introduction to Food Forests in Tantramar
This event was meant as an introduction to food forests in Tantramar for community members who
could be interested in planting their own food forests. Estelle Drisdelle hosted the workshop
alongside EOS. She discussed introductory concepts related to permaculture and planting and
answered questions from the Zoom audience.
Date: Tuesday, April 27th from 7pm-8:30 pm AST over Zoom
Total number of participants: 61
Total number who answered the workshop evaluation: 10
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Introduction to Food Forests in Tantramar Webinar

Workshop Evaluation:
Overall, this workshop was very successful. Participants loved the guest speaker, who was very
knowledgeable and informative. They liked that the speaker shared personal experiences related to
the growing of food forests, and also that they included useful images and resources.
•
•
•
•

100% enjoyed the content
90% liked the date/time
100% gave the overall event experience a 5/5
70% said they found out about the event through Facebook

Before completing the workshop, most people said that they had some (3/5) previous knowledge
about the subject. After completing the workshop, 80% said they are likely to engage more with the
topic. 80% said they planned to use the information learned to start/expand their own food forest.
Homesteading, living more sustainably, foraging, fermenting, cooking with food scraps, plants native
to Tantramar were suggestions heard for future workshops EOS should host. Some of the comments
people left in their evaluations were:
“Estelle really broke down the concepts and steps in a way that made them easy to understand and it
was inspiring to see what she's accomplished. I really appreciated hearing her "lessons learned"
along the way.”
“The variety of ideas presented - lots of things to think about!”
“The concept of edible, and the way the plants integrate with each other and of course planning well
so there’s no weeding”
“I was so impressed with the quality of presentation, speed, delivery and pitch. I really am blown
away. Please could all my Zoom meetings be this inspiring!”
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“Excellent workshop. I was very impressed - Estelle is so knowledgeable. I really enjoyed it and
learned a lot. Thank you!!”

Planning and Design
Background research on plants and food forest design was conducted in April and May. A crash
course in food forests was given by the EOS summer intern for the three schools – 60 people
participated at TRHS, 20 at DCS, and 10 at PERS. This was a 30-minute presentation given once,
meant to get students engaged in the food forest design process. The presentation included basics
of designing a food forest, as well as going into the specifics of the types of plants that were going to
be used.
A video of the presentation can be viewed on the EOS YouTube site:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JV2KNLWv28s&t=27s

Food forest design presentation for school

Designs were gathered from the students by the end of May and were reviewed by EOS staff and
Estelle. Designs were then finalized and printed off as plans to use in site preparation and on planting
days.
Dates were then set to start conducting site prep and then planting, with demonstrations from Estelle
at each school.
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Dorchester Consolidated School
Design

The DCS food forest was designed in a symmetrical, organized layout with a circular bed in the
center. This allows for easy access to harvest and maintain the food forest. The food forest is located
at the bottom of a sloping hill, allowing for good drainage and benefiting from absorbing water runoff. In addition to this, at the bottom of the hill there is less wind, protecting the dwarf apple trees.
The garden is also located opposite to the Dorchester Community Garden, hopefully allowing for
community members to taking a more active role to maintaining the food forest in the years to come.
Student Design:
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Updated Final Plan:

Site Prep Day

The site was prepared on May 20th. 2 classes with 16 students each, plus 5 DCS staff helped, so 37
people were present alongside 3 EOS staff members. The site was 39ft x 39ft, (or 1521 sq ft) in a
square shape with paths leading to a central circular plot. Mr. Stu Murray (grade 5/6 teacher), and
Principal Gordie Klein were the school champions who helped push the project forward. To prepare
the site, cardboard was placed on the ground, followed by soil and a layer of straw to act as mulch.
Woodchips were also used to designate the paths.
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The DCS food forest after site preparation

Planting Day

Planting occurred on June 9. There were 16 students, 2 students, 2 staff, 3 EOS staff, 1 volunteer and
the principal present. Planting ran from about 8:30am to 2:30pm. EOS staff along with Estelle started
by giving a planting demonstration, and then students broke off into teams to plant. Many of the
students were engaged in the process and seemed happy to learn how to plant the various trees,
shrubs, and perennials.

Students planting the DCS food forest.
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List of plants

Type of Plant
1. Canopy layer (large trees)
(none planted)
2. Smaller tree layer (dwarf fruit and nut):
Nova mac apple - dwarf
New Brunswick apple - semi dwarf
Liberty apple - dwarf
Golden russet apple - dwarf
Montmorency Cherry - dwarf
3. Shrub layer (berries, etc):
Bay berry
Black elderberry - Kent, scotia, vistoria or
york - need two
Blue berries - Northland
Blue berries - Patriot
haskap - borealis, Tundra or Smartblue
Red current
Black current - Titania
Black current - consort
4. Herbaceous layer (herbs, flowers)
Marshmallow
Blue vervain
Rhubarb
Day lilies
Lupins
Yarrow - Achillea millefolium
Echinacea
Lavender
Milkweed
Wild bee balm - mondarda fistulosa
5. Rhizosphere (root layer)
Walking green onion
6. Ground cover/soil surface
Sage
Creeping thyme (mother of time)
Chives
Mint

Quantity
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
4
1
1
1
1
1
10
15
3
15
15
5
10
10
1
10
10
10
10
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Good king henry
Oregano
Lemon balm
Wild strawberries 7. Vertical layer: (Vines)
Native grape vitris riparia

1
10
10
10
2

Completed Food Forest

The following photo shows the completed food forest. In the fall an arbour was created by local
woodworker Anthony McCall of Midgic Woodworks for the native grape vines in DCS food forest.
The DCS food forest was the only one to include wild grapes, which needed a support structure.

Completed food forest and the arbour at DCS in fall 2021.
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Tantramar Regional High School
Design

The design at TRHS is tidy, symmetrical, and U- shaped, as requested by high school teacher Jon
Estabrooks. The shape allows the school to still use the interior of the area for outdoor activities,
games, etc. The food forest contains lots of apple trees and blueberries, favourites in any food forest.
The food forest is located near the Wetlands Centre, so it was envisioned that the food forest could
become a part of the Centre’s educational tours and be a spot for visitors and students to enjoy their
lunch. As the food forest grows, the school hopes to add picnic tables and additional gardens, so this
food forest was designed as a preliminary layout for possible expansion in the future. The culinary
arts teacher also plans to use many ingredients from the food forest in her classes.
Student plans:

Updated Final Plan:
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Site Preparation Day

Site preparation occurred on May 20th. 2 classes, and 25 students total were present, in addition to
three staff members and 2 EOS staff. The site prepared was in a U-shape and was 61 x 51 x 8ft wide
(or 1144 sq ft). Mr. Jon Estabrooks, experiential skills coordinator and Ms. Melanie Ball, culinary arts
and science teacher were the school champions encouraging the students to participate.

Preparing the food forest at TRHS. A tractor made the process much easier!

Planting Day

The TRHS food forest was planted on June 10th. 20 students were present alongside 2 teachers and 2
EOS staff members. Planting occurred from 8:30 AM to 10:30 AM, as the students were older and
very efficient!
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List of plants:

Planting rhubarb alongside apple trees at TRHS.

Type of Plant
1. Canopy layer (large trees)
(none planted)
2. Smaller tree layer (dwarf fruit
and nut):
Nova mac apple - dwarf
Liberty apple - dwarf
Golden russet apple - dwarf
3. Shrub layer (berries, etc):
Bay berry
Blue berries - Northland
Blue berries - Patriot
4. Herbaceous layer (herbs,
flowers)
Marshmallow
Blue vervain
Rhubarb
Day lilies
Lupins
Yarrow - Achillea millefolium
Echinacea
Lavender
Milkweed
Wild bee balm - mondarda
fistulosa
5. Rhizosphere (root layer)
Walking green onion
6. Ground cover/soil surface
Sage
Creeping thyme (mother of time)
Chives
Mint
Ggood king henry
Oregano
Lemon balm
Wild strawberries

Quantity
0

2
3
2
1
7
7

1
1
15
15
2
15
15
5
10
10
1
10
10
10
10
1
10
10
10
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A poster created by Jon Estabrooks for the TRHS newsletter in Spring 2021.

Compost Bin

A compost bin was also built at TRHS with project funds and will help the school to reduce waste
while creating rich compost to help support the development of the food forest.

Port Elgin Regional School
Design

The PERS food forest was designed to look like a tree, with paths representing the trunk and tree
limbs. This design was created by a student, as you can see below. The site at PERS was the most
challenging site, as it was formerly a shrubby area and had to be cleared. It is located behind the
PERS greenhouse, and the site slopes, which was a factor in designing the layout and where to put
certain plants. The size of food forest area is about 50 x 60 ft (or 3000 sq ft), which makes it the
biggest food forest of all the schools.
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Student plans:

Final plan:
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Site preparation Day

Site prep occurred on May 19th. There were 5 classes of about 20 students each, plus seven staff
members and 2 EOS staff. This manpower was needed as the PERS food forest was by far the largest
site to prepare. The principal of PERS, Mr. Christoph Becker was the champion of the project,
alongside several students who took an active role in helping to plant the food forest.

Preparing the PERS food forest.

Planting Day

Planting day occurred on June 10th, with the help of Mr. Becker, 2 teachers, 2 EOS staff members and
20 students. It took about 2 hours to plant everything, including doing a short demonstration
beforehand to make sure students were able to plant properly.
List of plants

Type of Plant
1. Canopy layer (large trees)
Patten pear
Luscious pear
2. Smaller tree layer (dwarf fruit
and nut):
Nova mac apple - dwarf
Liberty apple - dwarf
Golden russet apple - dwarf
Service berry
3. Shrub layer (berries, etc):
Bay berry

Quantity
1
1

1
1
2
1
1
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Black elderberry - Kent, scotia,
vistoria or york - need two
Blue berries - Northland
Blue berries - Patriot
Haskap - borealis, Tundra or
Smartblue
Red current
Black current - Titania
Black current - consort
4. Herbaceous layer (herbs,
flowers)
Marshmallow
Blue vervain
Rhubarb
Fiddle heads
Day lilies
Lupins
Yarrow - Achillea millefolium
echinacea
Lavender
Milkweed
Wild bee balm - mondarda
fistulosa
5. Rhizosphere (root layer)
Walking green onion
6. Ground cover/soil surface
Sage
Creeping thyme (mother of
thyme)
Chives
Mint
Good king henry
Oregano
Lemon balm
Wild strawberries

2
2
2
3
1
1
1

1
1
10
10
15
3
15
15
5
10
10
1
10
10
10
10
0
10
10
10
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Outreach
To help share information about food forests and all their benefits with community members, various
events were planned throughout the summer. This included visits to community groups and summer
camps, including a camp at Church by the Lake, and “Green Thumbs” run by the Town of Sackville.
PERS also had a summer camp, which was perfect for helping share information about the food
forests with local kids.

Community Groups and Summer Camps
July 8th, Church by the Lake
40 kids, 14 helpers and volunteers
Activity: Presentation on the food forest project and the importance of pollinators, followed by
making bee and bug hotels out of strawberry crates. Kids were sent to collect natural objects from
the ground, and then used them in their bug hotels.

The full lesson plan for the activities that were presented at the Church by the Lake summer camp
can be found on the EOS website: https://eosecoenergy.com/en/wpcontent/uploads/2021/07/Food-Forest-and-Bug-Hotel-Lesson-Plan-2020-2021.pdf

The presentation on pollinators and food forests at Church by the Lake and the bee and bug hotels created by
the campers.

July 20th, Green Thumbs with the Town of Sackville
8 kids, 2 helpers
Activity: Making seed bombs and playing games to demonstrate the importance of the food web and
different pollinators. Seed bombs were made from wet paper and seeds, which were then formed
into little balls using cheesecloth to squeeze out excess moisture.
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Making seed bombs with Green Thumbs campers.

August 10th and 11th, PERS Summer Camp
15 kids, 3 helpers
Activity: Making food forest plant signs and painting birdhouses for the PERS food forest. The kids at
the PERS summer camp were first introduced to the food forest and given a plant tour. They then
chose their favourite plants and painted signs for them. After making the signs, the kids then painted
birdhouses. This was a fun activity for the kids, who enjoyed learning about the plants and especially
looking at the monarch caterpillars that were munching on the swamp milkweed!

Making signs and birdhouses for the PERS food forest.

Signage
Signage for introducing the concepts of the food forest and explaining all their benefits was installed
beside each of the food forests at the three schools. The signs were trilingual, including Mi’kmaq,
French, and English. The signs were designed by local graphic artist, Robert Lyon. A QR code was
also included in each of the signs that links back to the EOS webpage on food forests. The sign also
helps promote all of the funders who made the food forests possible.
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The finished sign installed at the entrance to the PERS food forest during fall 2021.

Food Forest Tours and Videos
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic that impacted the Tantramar region in the fall, with schools being
especially impacted, it was deemed inadvisable for hosting in-person tours open to the public.
However, virtual video tours of each food forest were taken in the summer and posted to EOS social
media pages such as Facebook, Youtube and our project webpage. They can be viewed here:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_t6VLOThQDAqk99t0h8PddGQTW5VaMGN

Food Forest Webpage and Brochure
A food forest webpage was launched on the EOS website to help promote food forests in the
Tantramar region and share the results of the project publicly. Participants of various webinars and
workshops throughout the summer were directed to the website to learn more about food forests, as
well as anyone who emailed EOS with inquiries. Having all the information in one place made it easy
to access important information about food forests, including how you plan, plant, and care for them.
On the webpage find information about food forests, plant lists, information about mushroom logs, a
food forest maintenance guide and more. A brochure with general information was also created to
serve the same purpose of being a helpful guide to encourage creating food forests in the Tantramar
region. To access our food forest webpage: https://eosecoenergy.com/en/food-forest-project/ The
brochure is on the webpage and also provided in the appendix.
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Social Media Posts and Media Coverage
Various social media posts and media coverage helped to promote the food forests and all their
benefits to citizens in Tantramar. These posts introduced the food forests, highlighted the
partnerships with the schools, and encouraged local homeowners to create their own food forest or
perhaps use some of the permaculture principles found in a food forest within their own gardens.
CHMA
Article and radio story from June 23rd:
https://www.chmafm.com/welcome/three-tantramar-schools-now-home-to-food-forests/
CBC
Article from July 26th:
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/food-forest-tantramar-climate-change1.6117522?fbclid=IwAR3pIhobCoP55jNWZ4PtdiRdQhI0X0pxC-xUWP_hvh5neo-aGQ1ebbYpPys

CBC article shared on EOS Facebook page
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Small Change Fund – Facebook Post
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Various other social media posts by EOS staff:
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Spring and Summer Newsletters
EOS also promoted the food forest project in our EOS seasonal newsletters.
Spring Newsletter:
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Summer Newsletter:

EOS sizzles with activities this summer - and a big
change!
Dear EOS members and friends,
EOS staﬀ have been busy spending time outside
so far this summer. We've been doing water
quality monitoring in the Tantramar River
watershed, habitat assessments of Joe Brook,
planting food forests, coordinating a green roof
project, hosting workshops in the woods, and
organizing activities at local summer camps. While
we were out of the oﬃce and spending time in
local communities, EOS was awarded charitable
status from the Canada Revenue Agency! Read on

EOS staﬀ and volunteers plant the green roof.

to find out more about this exciting change, our
current projects and other activities.
Thank you so much for your support and I look forward to the excellent things that EOS can
achieve with our new charitable status!
Wishing you a safe and fun summer,
Amanda Marlin
Executive Director
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Other Workshops
EOS conducted a variety of free workshops in the summer and fall. This included an edible plants
workshop, a medicinal herb walk, and a fall tree care webinar. All the topics in some way helped
residents understand more about some concepts relevant to food forests, such as how to care for
trees or what wild edibles to look for growing in your food forest naturally. These provided the public
with more knowledge on gardening and plants and helped to improve self-sufficiency and resiliency
skills. All the workshops were a success and many participants noted that they would love to see the
workshops being offered again.

Wild Edibles
Date: Wednesday, July 14th from 6:30-8:30 pm AST (rain date)
Location: Reservoir Gate at Walker Road
Length: 2 hours
Total number of participants: 15
Total number who answered the workshop evaluation: 4
Speaker: Aaron Shantz

This workshop was highly informative and practical. The guest speaker, Aaron Shantz from L’Hirondelle
Farm, was very knowledgeable and self-taught. Most participants (75%) rated the speaker and location
a 5/5. The workshop highlighted how much information there is to be learned about wild foods, and
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this was conveyed to participants as only 1 participant felt that they had nothing left to learn about
wild foods. All survey respondents said they felt more engaged in the workshop subject and were
more likely to continue to engage with the material. According to the respondents, the mushroom
identification, tree identification information, and learning specifically about maritime plants and their
uses was the most interesting. Furthermore, the information learned from the workshop was going to
be used by the respondents to share the information with others, improve self-sustainability, and also
snack while walking in the woods!

Medicinal Plants Workshop
Date: Tuesday, August 17th from 4:30-6:00 pm
Location: Port Elgin Regional School Food Forest
Length: 1 ½ hours
Total number of participants: 14
Total number who answered the workshop evaluation: 3
Speaker: Estelle Drisdelle from Understory Farm and Designs

The workshop was a successful event, with participants learning about the medicinal uses of common
plants (including weeds!) found in the area. The tour ended with talking about plants found in the
PERS food forest and sipping some sun tea prepared earlier by Estelle. Everyone who filled in the
32
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questionnaire gave the event a 5/5, saying they learned lots and would love to continue exploring
the topic. One participant did say that the 4:30 pm start time wasn’t ideal and should be pushed
later, which was good to know for future workshops.

Various images taken at the PERS food forest, where the medicinal herb walk was completed.

Fall Tree Care with Dr. Popma
Date: October 14th from 12:00-1:00 pm
Location: Zoom
Length: 1 hours
Total number of participants: 16
Total number who answered the workshop evaluation: 3
Speaker: Dr. Harold Popma, a Sackville gardener with extensive knowledge on gardening and tree
care.
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This workshop was very informative and practical for all Sackville gardeners who attended. Dr. Popma
introduced concepts related to fall tree care, including pruning, very thoroughly, and there was a
good participation from participants. Many were interested in specific types of trees, and Dr. Popma
eagerly answered their questions. Those who responded to the workshop evaluation form said they
loved Dr. Popma as a presenter, and also loved the timing of “lunch and learns”.

Impacts and Community Benefits
In summary, the project had a positive impact on the environment and in communities in the
Tantramar-Memramcook region. We helped to expand residents’, and especially students’,
knowledge of community resilience to climate change, sustainable gardening, edible plants, and the
many benefits of community forests. Many students loved the food forest project, and especially the
planting portion of the project. Teachers told us that quieter students came alive in the food forests,
new leaders emerged, teamwork took place without direction from adults. Teachers noticed that
being in the food forest leveled the playing field for many students. Everyone was able to contribute
to the creation of the garden, regardless of their skills in the classroom or particular subjects. While
we hoped we would contribute to positive mental health impacts among youth, the food forest
project went beyond our expectations and empowered the students that were involved.
Further, benefits included an increase in public environmental knowledge, as well as creating a
lasting green spaces for teachers to use as outdoor environmental classrooms in the years to come.
The future harvest from the food forest will also provide the schools with healthy, nutritious food that
they plan to use to contribute to their cafeterias, breakfast programs, local food banks, and/or turn
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into preserves and such that they are then able to sell (for school fundraisers). To ensure the schools
continue to easily maintain the food forests long into the future, EOS has developed a simple
maintenance guide to help them keep track of what to do when, and things to think about as the
food forests mature. Find the EOS maintenance guide on our food forest webpage at:
https://eosecoenergy.com/en/food-forest-project/.
Other community members benefited from the media coverage, social media posts, EOS resources,
and various workshops, and got to learn more about food forests as a result. Many reached out
saying they loved the food forest project and were excited to incorporate some of what they learned
in their own gardens.
Environmental benefits of the project included reducing emissions through the planting of trees and
shrubs, restoring the soil and improving its ability to sequester carbon. We also increased local
biodiversity by planting as many native varieties of plants, beneficial flowers and berries that we
could. Transportation emissions will also be saved from growing more food locally for many years.
Finally, our low-lying coastal Tantramar region is vulnerable to flooding and so all the trees, shrubs,
plants and wildflowers in the forests will help reduce runoff and flood risk in our communities.
We plan to plant more community food forests in our region in the years to come and we hope
others will plant some on their own properties too.

PERS students enjoying harvests from their food forest.

Summary and Recommendations
The food forest project was a success. After the designing in May, planting in June, and then
ongoing maintenance and outreach programs conducted throughout the rest of the summer and fall,
the food forests are in great shape and will help to continue to teach students and communities
about sustainable gardening and permaculture practices, not to mention the production of fresh and
local food! The students seemed to really enjoy planting the food forests. Many residents were also
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inspired by all the possibilities for alternative gardening practices that we used in the creation of the
food forest. The workshops and webinars helped to inform community members about more planetfriendly gardening, wild edible and medicinal plants, and how to better care for the existing plants
they already have in their gardens.
In the end, 469 people took part in project in either planning and planting of the food forests,
maintaining and harvesting them, and/or in the summer camps, and public workshops. A total of
5665 sq ft of land was improved.
Since we’ve only reached the end of the first year after planting, the food forests haven’t been able
to produce an abundant harvest yet, but plants like the dwarf apple and pear trees should be
producing plenty of produce in the next 2- 5 years. Other bushes, like the blueberries and haskap
berries, will hopefully start to produce abundantly next year. The 3 schools with food forests will
maintain their forests and harvest foods to help feed our communities over the long-term.
As climate change threatens our region with storms, floods, drought, etc., it is important that we
utilize all the adaptation tools we have to reduce flood risk, conserve water, optimize our local food
production systems, and support healthy communities. Community food forests should be an
important component of community adaptation. Our region would benefit from many more food
forests, and the knowledge that comes with building local resiliency.
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Appendix 1
EOS food forest brochure:

Th brochure is also available online at: https://eosecoenergy.com/en/wpcontent/uploads/2021/07/Introduction-to-Food-Forests-in-Tantramar-Brochure.pdf
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